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Three thoughts on Brexit as lawmakers prepare
to vote on ‘Plan B’
As we edge closer to a credible path to avoiding ‘no deal’, businesses are
likely to remain wary when it comes to investment until any Article 50
extension is physically agreed and there's greater clarity on the Brexit
endgame
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The next instalment in the Brexit saga will come next Tuesday 29 January, as Members of
Parliament (MPs) have their say on the government’s ‘Plan B’.
In reality, ‘Plan B’ looks pretty similar to ‘Plan A’, and Theresa May remains focussed on
reducing concern surrounding the Irish backstop. But the focus is now centred squarely on
a series of amendments Tuesday’s motion. These amendments give MPs the opportunity
to say how they’d do things differently when it comes to Brexit – and one, in particular, is
attracting most of the headlines so far.
Labour MP Yvette Cooper has tabled an amendment that would effectively give the
government until 26 February to get a deal approved, or Parliament will get an immediate
vote on whether to apply for an Article 50 extension – for potentially until the end of 2019.
Now that key members of the Labour Party have thrown their support behind it, the
amendment looks likely to succeed.
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No deal gradually getting less likely – but it's too early for investment to
turn a corner
Strictly speaking, none of this takes ‘no deal’ off the table completely just yet. But it is nevertheless
significant as for the first time, there would be a clear and credible mechanism for lawmakers to
avert a chaotic EU exit on 29 March. And assuming the amendment passes on Tuesday, there’s
little reason to think lawmakers would reject the opportunity to extend Article 50 in a vote at the
end of February - assuming no deal has been approved by that stage.
That said, there are two reasons why businesses are likely to remain wary.
Firstly, the EU must unanimously approve any decision to extend the Article 50 negotiating period.
In the past, European leaders have made it clear that a legitimate reason would be required to
justify extra time – for instance, a second referendum or a meaningful shift in the UK negotiating
stance. Admittedly, the view among EU members states appears to be softening on this issue and
in the end, we think Brussels would grant an extension, although we’re unlikely to know for sure
until March. But remember, it would only take one country to put a spanner in the works.
Secondly, we don’t know for sure how long any extension might last. The Cooper amendment
specifies a nine-month delay, but this could be edited if and when lawmakers get their chance to
vote on an extension. If the numbers are looking a bit tight, the timescale could get shortened to
win over some undecided MPs. Equally, some EU leaders appear resistant to a longer extension.
Austria's Chancellor Kurz said on Thursday that any extension shouldn't go beyond the European
Parliamentary Elections (due to take place in May).
For the economy, the bottom line is that its probably too early for businesses to change course on
their contingency planning, which will keep the pressure on hiring and investment, and therefore
overall economic growth, during the first quarter.
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Cooper’s amendment does PM May a favour – but the bar remains high
for her deal to pass
With the chances of a long Brexit delay rising, the pressure is mounting on pro-Brexit MPs within
Parliament to reconsider May’s deal. The rhetoric of Brexit-supporting lawmakers has softened
marginally towards the Prime Minister’s.” over recent days. In a radio interview earlier this week,
prominent pro-Brexit Conservative Jacob Rees-Mogg said: “even Mrs. May’s deal would be better
than not leaving at all”.
That said, the chances of the Prime Minister’s deal passing the second time around seem low. The
scale of her defeat a week-or-so ago means she’d need to convince around 115-120 lawmakers
(out of a total 650) to change their minds. The Northern Irish, Democratic Unionist Party, who is
propping up the government for its working majority, have made it clear the Irish backstop needs
to disappear entirely to regain their support.
Importantly, the EU has made it pretty clear it is not prepared to renegotiate on the Irish backstop.
Even if it were prepared to consider changes, Brussels would want to be 99% sure they would turn
things around in the UK Parliament. Given that the Irish backstop isn't the only concern amongst
lawmakers, there are no guarantees a revised version of May's deal would gain the necessary
backing from MPs.
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The road to a ‘different’ deal remains treacherous
Assuming May’s deal struggles to gain support, and that Article 50 ends up being extended, this
still doesn’t answer the question of what eventual Brexit scenario will prevail.
In the aftermath of last week’s vote, markets found a silver lining when Theresa May signalled she
was prepared to go across party lines to seek a compromise. But while a softer Brexit stance
stands a better chance of gaining majority support in Parliament, the road still remains
challenging.
As we've discussed in more detail earlier, if May inches towards a softer stance, the pro-Brexit
contingent of the Conservative Party will rapidly begin to lose patience. Labour Leader Jeremy
Corbyn may well try and leverage this discontent in a repeat no-confidence vote, and this seems
to be at least part of the reason why he is reluctant to endorse a second referendum at this stage.
Admittedly, the bar for the Conservatives, or indeed the DUP, to vote the government down seems
pretty high. But even so, if an alternative Brexit strategy were to gain support in Parliament, then
the Brexiteers could still express their dissatisfaction as the subsequent legislation passes through
the House of Commons.
According to the Institute of Government, there are still seven bills needing to be approved by
Parliament to translate the UK's EU exit into law. There are risks Conservative pro-Brexit MPs could
try to hold up this process if they view any revised deal as unacceptable.
In other words, at this stage, Theresa May has little incentive to reach across party-lines in search
of a solution - although pressure from MPs will inevitably build. At some point, it is possible that
lawmakers try to force indicative votes on different Brexit outcomes - although this seems less
likely to happen next week given that no individual Brexit option is perceived to have majority
support as things stand.
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Disclaimer
This publication has been prepared by the Economic and Financial Analysis Division of
ING Bank N.V. ("ING") solely for information purposes without regard to any particular
user's investment objectives, financial situation, or means. ING forms part of ING
Group (being for this purpose ING Group NV and its subsidiary and affiliated companies).
The information in the publication is not an investment recommendation and it is not
investment, legal or tax advice or an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell any
financial instrument. Reasonable care has been taken to ensure that this publication
is not untrue or misleading when published, but ING does not represent that it is
accurate or complete. ING does not accept any liability for any direct, indirect or
consequential loss arising from any use of this publication. Unless otherwise stated,
any views, forecasts, or estimates are solely those of the author(s), as of the date of
the publication and are subject to change without notice.
The distribution of this publication may be restricted by law or regulation in different
jurisdictions and persons into whose possession this publication comes should inform
themselves about, and observe, such restrictions.
Copyright and database rights protection exists in this report and it may not be
reproduced, distributed or published by any person for any purpose without the prior
express consent of ING. All rights are reserved. The producing legal entity ING Bank
N.V. is authorised by the Dutch Central Bank and supervised by the European Central
Bank (ECB), the Dutch Central Bank (DNB) and the Dutch Authority for the Financial
Markets (AFM). ING Bank N.V. is incorporated in the Netherlands (Trade Register no.
33031431 Amsterdam). In the United Kingdom this information is approved and/or
communicated by ING Bank N.V., London Branch. ING Bank N.V., London Branch is
subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). ING Bank N.V.,
London branch is registered in England (Registration number BR000341) at 8-10
Moorgate, London EC2 6DA. For US Investors: Any person wishing to discuss this
report or effect transactions in any security discussed herein should contact ING
Financial Markets LLC, which is a member of the NYSE, FINRA and SIPC and part of
ING, and which has accepted responsibility for the distribution of this report in the
United States under applicable requirements.
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